
Legalism is a Kill Zone 
 

You’re going to be glad you came this morning. This might save you a hefty fines or 
even jail time. So, did you know that in Wisconsin, it’s illegal to serve apple pie in a 
restaurant without cheese? It’s also illegal to kiss on a train. This one wasn’t a big 
surprise. In Wisconsin, livestock have the right-of-way on public roads. In La Crosse, it’s 
illegal to worry a squirrel (I’m not even sure how you do that). Sadly, this law isn’t being 
enforced. It’d help Milwaukee be more attractive. But in Milwaukee, if you’re considered 
offensive looking, it’s illegal for you to be out in public during the day. And in St. Croix, 
women aren’t allowed to wear red in public. I wonder what they do if U-W is playing? 
Those are some dumb laws.  
  But the masters of dumb laws were the Pharisees. They had laws about laws. Many of 
their silly laws were related to the Sabbath. For example, you couldn’t look in a mirror 
on the Sabbath because you might be tempted to pluck out a grey hair and that would 
be reaping. You couldn’t move furniture on the Sabbath. It was illegal to wear any 
jewelry on the Sabbath. It was considered to be carrying a burden. You were allowed to 
eat radishes on the Sabbath, but you were warned against dipping them into salt 
because you might leave them in the salt too long and pickle them. The Pharisees 
actually had discussions as to how long it took to pickle a radish. It was fine to spit on a 
rock on the Sabbath, but you couldn’t spit on the ground, because that made mud and 
mud was mortar, and that was work. 
  By the time of Christ, the Pharisees had obfuscated the Sabbath. In a desire to uphold 
the law, they built a hedge that devolved into a kill zone around Sabbath keeping. They 
actually wrote books about what it meant to keep the Sabbath. It’s against this historical 
backdrop that we find two specific events in the ministry of Jesus. Both are found side 
by side in the Synoptic Gospels. Please turn to Luke 6:1-11 (p. 861). There’s a major 
difference between a fence and a kill zone. Mark it down, Legalism is a kill zone. 
  Shortly, after moving into our home in Rochester, we put up a fence. We have an in 
ground pool and didn’t want some small child wandering in and drowning in our pool. 
We also have a very curious chocolate lab named Ernie (picture of Ernie). That fence 
keeps Ernie in, from raiding the neighborhood or getting hit by a car. 
  Fences are beneficial. They’re good. God designed the fences of His moral law that 
we find in the Bible in places like the Ten Commandments to protect us, to help us 
honor Him. When we moved in, we put up a fence but we didn’t put up machine gun 
turrets or a mine field. That’s what you do in war to keep the enemy out. You put in a kill 
zone. 
  One of the most important rituals observed among the Jews was the keeping of the 
Sabbath. The word "Sabbath" is the Hebrew word for “rest.” The Sabbath was created 
by God. Genesis 1:2 says that, “For six days God worked, and on the seventh day He 
rested.” It’s the fourth of the Ten Commandments (Exodus 20:8-11). God said, “I 
worked six days, rested on the seventh. You work six days, take the seventh day off” so 
Sabbath was a gift to be enjoyed. But religious people took it and made it into a bad 
thing. That’s what a legalist does. They take a good thing and make it a bad thing by 
putting so many extraneous rules around it, it’s no longer enjoyable. 
  It would be like having birthday cake rules (picture). You don’t need birthday cake 
rules. Birthday cake is fantastic all by itself. It doesn’t need a list of rules. It just needs a 
fork. The reason I think of a birthday cake, it’s one of the happiest things I could think of. 



It’s pretty hard to have a bad birthday cake. You just give someone a cake and they 
figure out what to do with it. They don’t need a list. But if you want to ruin a birthday 
cake, go to a kid and say, “Okay, we’re going to give you a birthday cake, not chocolate 
which is what you wanted, but we’re going to give you vanilla because we’re religious, 
and we don’t do chocolate or sprinkles. So eat your vanilla cake, and eat it on Tuesday, 
not Wednesday, not Monday. Eat it between 2:17 and 2:19, not before or after. Eat it 
with your left hand, not your right hand. Use a spoon, not a fork. If you drop it on the 
floor, there’s no ten-second rule. We’re legalists, you can’t pick it up and eat it. We live 
by the letter of the law. And by the way, enjoy your birthday cake.” 
  By then, going to the dentist sounds more fun than eating birthday cake. It’s something 
you have to do, not something you want to do. It would have been awesome, but they 
ruined it. That’s what legalists do with everything. 
  That’s what they’d done to the Sabbath. God said, “Take a day off.” You’d think people 
would be like, “That’s a good idea.” But some legalists came along and said, “Oh, we 
need a rule book for this.” Really, we need a rule book for a day off? “Yes, and then you 
need to memorize the rules and obey the rules, and we’re going to discipline you if you 
disobey the rules.” What was meant to be a blessing, they turned into a burden. 
  These two Sabbath confrontations conclude a series of five confrontations which 
began in Luke 5:17. What Jesus does so ticks them off, that they conclude with a 
discussion of “what they’re going to do with Jesus?” 
  Legalists are dangerous. They’re not just bold, they’re arrogant. They push people to 
obey their rules, rather than God. Mark it down. If you can’t find what we teach here at 
Grace Church in God’s Word, spit it out. 
  But many people prefer a rules relationship with God. It’s why some feel better in a 
ritualistic church. They can’t understand a church like ours without stained glass 
windows, or a bunch of repeat after the leader stuff. Get on your knees at the right time. 
Get off them at the right time. It’s a rules relationship with God and what we have here 
in Luke 6. It’s legalism. “Do this, eat this, don’t do that, pray this, sing that, read that, 
tithe this. My picture is perfect even if my heart is dead and passionless and my 
relationship with God is null and void. But I obeyed all the rules. I’m good.” 
  Jesus came to give us so much more. He wants to have a living, active, discerning, 
Spirit filled, loving, life-giving relationship with us. Legalism is the enemy of true faith 
and a real relationship with God. It’s just a kill zone. The question we all must ask is: Do 
I have a real relationship with God or do I just keep the rules? If you’re taking 
notes… 

  

1. Jesus is Lord over the rules. Conflict over the Sabbath began one Saturday in the 
springtime in Israel as Jesus and His disciples were going for a stroll. The disciples 
were hungry and since there wasn’t a McDonald’s nearby, they started to glean some 
grain from the fields where they were walking. This was a normal activity back then. It 
wasn’t stealing. There was even a provision for it in the Mosaic Law (Leviticus 19:9; 
23:22). We find a beautiful example of it in the book of Ruth. But it wasn’t the act, it was 
the day. Under the bureaucratic codes of the Pharisees, it wasn’t allowed. 
  Sabbath observance was one of the big three marks of Judaism along with 
circumcision and the food laws. “Remember the Sabbath” was the fourth and longest 



commandment. Sabbath rest was a God-given sign, like circumcision, for God’s chosen 
people, Israel, distinguishing them from the surrounding nations. Violation of the 
Sabbath was decreed by God through Moses to be a capital offense (Exodus 31:14). 
This is serious stuff. Thus, the Pharisees viewed the disciples’ activity and Jesus’ 
activity on the Sabbath as a big no, no. The word “Sabbath” appears six times and the 
question of lawfulness is brought up three times in these eleven verses.  
  Yet, what wasn’t clear is how to apply Sabbath commands. What does “remember” 
mean? When does the Sabbath start or stop? How does one make a day “holy”? 
Trickiest of all, what’s meant by “work”? Scripture didn’t provide detailed instructions on 
the particulars of Sabbath observance. 
  There were two schools of thought among the Pharisees. Even they disagreed on 
many of the fine points of Sabbath commands and their application. One has to wonder 
if some of the Pharisees’ minions were following Jesus around that day, looking for 
something that they could make a point of contention. 
  They were going to soon find that Jesus is Lord over the rules. He still is. I’m often 
asked to pray at various community events. Accompanying that is the pledge of 
allegiance or the singing of the Star Spangled Banner. The order should always be 
prayer before pledge; God comes before country. I appreciate my friend, Bil Scherrer. 
Last May when he discovered the wrong order was scheduled at a Chocolate Festival 
event where I’d been asked to give the invocation, he immediately changed it. 
  For the Pharisees, legalism was lord. The outcome of such a worldview is always the 
same… 
  a. Legalism squelches the joy of the simple pleasures of life. What could be more 
innocuous than munching a snack as you take a stroll? We all wander into the kitchen 
and without really thinking, start snacking. The disciples are just walking along with 
Jesus. They’re intrigued by what Jesus is teaching as they walk through a field of grain. 
I wonder if Peter was the first one who grabbed a handful. Essentially, it was just a 
snack. 
  They didn’t violate God’s Law, but they violated some of the silly rabbinic restrictions. 
In the eyes of the Pharisees, they were guilty of reaping (they picked the grain), 
threshing (rubbing the husks together), winnowing (throwing the husks away) and 
preparing food (because they ate it). “But some of the Pharisees said, ‘Why are you 
doing what is not lawful to do on the Sabbath’?” They’re the bureaucrats before there 
were bureaucrats. 
Legalists are always watching. While the Pharisees addressed their accusation to the 
whole group, it’s really pointed at Jesus. They weigh people down with their non-biblical 
“to do” lists and suck the joy out of life. 
  You know how cultural phrases get popular. Some Duck Dynasty phrases have done 
that and are plastered on t-shirts. A few years back when Larry the Cable guy was 
popular, he’d say, “Git R Done.” It became one of Jane’s Dad’s favorite phrases and 
became a bit of a family joke. Jane thought it was funny, so she bought a sweat shirt 
with “Git R Done” on the front. It reminded her of her Dad. And then Jane wore it at 
some church event. 
  One afternoon soon after that, we were out shopping. A couple who used to attend 
saw us (notice I said “used to.” Some folk are blessed subtractions). Well, they made an 
issue about Jane’s sweatshirt she’d worn because of the association with that “ungodly” 



show. Jane never wore that sweatshirt in public again. Legalism squelches the joy of 
the simple pleasures of life. 
  We have “Christian” watchers today. They blog and pick and snipe. They’re legalists. 
Today with Twitter, Facebook, blogging—it’s like crack for legalistic critics. They watch 
and cyber-stalk. Jesus wouldn’t have made it in a lot of churches, or Christian colleges 
or denominations because He’d break some of their rules. He doesn’t break any of the 
Bible’s rules, but He breaks certain religious rules. 
  There’s a warning here. We need to remember that most of the decisions we make 
about how to live out God’s law in everything from parenting to entertainment or how we 
use our money are not binding for other Christians.  
  Sometimes Christians have very strong opinions. I believe that you’ll find that those 
“issues” that we are so passionate about are rarely biblical. But anyone who doesn’t see 
it or do it our way is wrong. That’s legalism. When we don’t have biblical support for our 
position, and make it “the” issue, we’re Pharisees.  
  b. Legalism makes you unbiblical. The Rabbis themselves said, “The Sabbath is 
made for you and not you for the Sabbath.” At their highest and best, they admitted that 
human need had precedence over ceremonial law. But legalism makes you 
unbiblical. “And Jesus answered them, ‘Have you not read what David did when he was 
hungry, he and those who were with him: how he entered the house of God and took 
and ate the bread of the Presence, which is not lawful for any but the priests to eat, and 
also gave it to those with him?” Here’s what Jesus says, “You guys have a lot of rules, 
but your rules don’t agree with the Bible. You’re on the horns of a terrible dilemma, so 
let’s not argue your goofy list. Let’s go to the book God wrote.” Jesus takes them back 
to 1 Samuel 21. King Saul was the throne, he started off well, but went totally cuckoo for 
Cocoa Puffs. He starts chucking spears at David, who was to be his successor as the 
next king. David and his mighty men, his warrior comrades, are literally running for their 
lives. 
  They show up at the tabernacle and David goes up to the priest, and tells him, “We’re 
starving to death. We’re out of provisions. We’re running for our lives. Do you have 
anything to eat?” Ahimilech the priest says, “Not really, all we have is the bread of the 
Presence.” In the presence of God there were twelve loaves. They’d be placed there on 
the Sabbath and replaced every week. It was to show that God is our provider and 
we’re dependent on Him. No one was allowed to eat that bread except for when it was 
taken off the altar after a week. The priests could eat it because they were holy men of 
God, and were allowed to partake. 
  And the priest says, “That’s the only bread we have.” Then, he asked David a good 
question, “Are you holy men or not? Are you those kind of soldiers that are running 
around with women, or have you kept your hands pure and to yourself?” David says, 
“We love the Lord. We haven’t been messing around with women. We’re not godless 
like a lot of soldiers. We’re just hungry, that’s all.” So the priest takes the bread of the 
Presence, gives it to David and his men, and off they go and have a nice feast. 
  The obvious questions are: Did they sin in eating the bread? Did the priest sin in giving 
them the bread? The answer is, No. 
  Remember, legalism makes you unbiblical. Jesus says, “I’m greater than David and 
my men are greater than his men. The priest allowed them to eat the holy bread on the 
Sabbath, surely we can have a bite to eat on the Sabbath. We’re not dishonoring my 



Father. We’re not sinning. God loves mercy and cares for people. We’re hungry so it’s 
okay to eat.” 
  A legalist becomes unbiblical, making rules outside of Scripture. It invariably paints him 
in a corner where he has to start disagreeing or rewriting parts of the Bible. He doesn’t 
come to Scripture with an open heart but a closed mind. He doesn’t come with a needy 
heart. He’s arrogant and thus misses the deepest meaning of Scripture. He’s so 
focused on the minute, he misses the big picture that you and I are to love the Lord our 
God with our heart, soul and mind and our neighbor as ourselves. 
  c. Jesus claim to be “Lord of the Sabbath” is a claim of Deity. Jesus could have 
stopped there but He goes on to make a powerful declaration, “The Son of Man is lord 
of the Sabbath.” That’s a messianic title that echoes the Old Testament, particularly the 
prophecies of Daniel. By using this title, Jesus is testifying to His true humanity and 
alluding to His coming glory. He’s the first man in the new humanity but He’s also God. 
It’s a clear implication to His claim of lordship over the Sabbath. 
  Who’s the Lord of the Sabbath? God, and as the Lord of the Sabbath, He’s free to do 
on it and with it whatever He wants. If David, God’s anointed, could override the 
Sabbath, how much more David’s greatest Son? 
  The owner of a thing has the right to do with that thing as He wishes. Because of this 
principle, the Church over the past two millennia worship on Sunday instead of 
Saturday. This change to Sunday as the day of worship was brought about to honor the 
resurrection of Jesus and went against an entire era of Saturday worship among the 
Jews. 

  

2. Jesus is Lord over life, verses 6-11. The Pharisees knew it was Jesus’ practice to 
be in the synagogue on the Sabbath. They’re there to watch Him and gather more 
evidence against Him. 
  Did they know that this disabled man would be there? Was he a plant? We don’t know 
and I don’t think that Jesus cared. What’s amazing is that they’re upset that Jesus heals 
this man! And He did it with the word of His mouth. He didn’t do surgery or involve 
others. It was a déjà vu Genesis of His creative power restoring God’s creation, in this 
case, a man’s hand. 
  Interestingly, only Luke the doctor notices that it’s the right hand as well as the medical 
condition.Withered is a word used of wood or plants. The text indicates it may have 
been the arm, not just the hand. It seems to mean some form of muscular atrophy. 
Extra biblical sources says that he was a stone mason who wanted to go back to work. 
This sad scene shows again the kill zone mentality of legalists. 
  a. Legalism is unloving. Jesus asks the Pharisees a question. One of the best ways 
to teach people is to ask questions. Jesus asks them what it is lawful to do on the 
Sabbath. In asking the question, Jesus also answered it. By the way He phrases the 
question, He reveals that there’s no neutral ground when it comes to helping people. 
Their basic answer was that it wasn’t lawful to do anything. Yet, by doing nothing, 
they’re actually doing evil. By failing to rescue a life, they’re helping to destroy one. It 
makes you wonder what kind of God they believed in. There’s an outrageous irony here 
that “religious” men sinisterly watch Jesus’ every move to see if He’ll show kindness and 
heal a man, so that they can charge Him with sin.  



No matter how religious you are, if you don’t care about the welfare of others, if you 
have no concern about the salvation of the lost, you’re a Pharisee…and you’re as lost 
as they were. We can’t soften this. Jesus never did. 1 John 4:20 says, “If anyone says, 
‘I love God,’ and hates his brother, he is a liar; for he who does not love his brother 
whom he has seen cannot love God whom he has not seen.” 
  The Old Covenant said, “No working on the Sabbath,” so legalists came along and 
made a bunch of rules, one of which was you’re only allowed to do emergency medical 
care on the Sabbath. Then, they had a whole list of rules for what defined emergency 
care—a baby being born or a traumatic accident. But they made and kept rules that 
were beneficial to them. 
  Some 200 years earlier, during the Maccabean Revolt, the Jews had dealt with the 
question of whether it’s permissible for a Jewish soldier to fight on the Sabbath. The 
enemies of the Jews had hit upon a simple strategy. They’d wait until the Sabbath and 
then launch their attack. The Jews wouldn’t defend themselves because it was the 
Sabbath. After some terrible massacres, the rabbis declared that it was permissible for 
soldiers to fight to protect themselves and to save lives on the Sabbath. Jesus is asking 
a related question. If it’s okay to protect yourself on the Sabbath, isn’t it also permissible 
to cure a man on the Sabbath? If it’s okay to kill a man on the Sabbath, isn’t it okay to 
cure a man on the Sabbath? 
  It’s noteworthy that legalists often travel in groups. They use “the fear of man.” 
Proverbs 29:25, “The fear of man is a trap or a snare.” They like to make a public 
scene. It’s why they swarm. They’ll swarm you at work, swarm you as family members 
at the holidays. They swarm and are always looking for an audience to pressure you, 
back down, compromise, be quiet. Do you want to get stung some more? Then tap out, 
give up, give in. They try to pick a fight with Jesus when there’s a crowd around. 
  b. Legalism is unteachable. Though Jesus was the best teacher who ever 
expounded the Scriptures, unfolding their meaning as no mere man could do, the 
scribes and Pharisees didn’t benefit at all from His teaching ministry. They diligently 
studied the Scriptures in the original languages from their youth up. You’d have thought 
that when a gifted teacher like Jesus opened up God’s Word, they’d have drunk it in like 
thirsty sponges. Yet, if you’d asked them as they walked out of the synagogue, “What 
did you get from Jesus’ sermon?” they’d have said, “Nothing!” 
  While every teacher of God’s Word must strive to teach in an interesting, relevant 
manner, it’s pointless if the hearers don’t come with teachable hearts. Having a 
teachable heart is a mark of genuine conversion. Before salvation, we’re proud know-it-
alls, unsubmissive to God and His Word. We find fault with the Bible and with anyone 
who tries to lay its teaching on us. But when God does a work of grace in our hearts, we 
become teachable. 
  A mark of genuine conversion is that your pride is humbled so that you can admit that 
you don’t know it all and that you’ve been greatly mistaken on a number of things. You 
begin to submit yourself and your thinking to God’s Word rather than to your own proud, 
but ludicrous, logic. 
  Jesus confronts the Pharisees with the lunacy of their logic when He asks, “Is it lawful 
on the Sabbath to do good, or to do harm, to save a life, or to destroy it?” The answer 
was obvious, but it exposed the ridiculous logic (or illogic) of the Pharisees who were 
saying, “You can’t heal this man on the Sabbath, but it’s okay for us to go plot how to kill 



You on the Sabbath!” Like so many who are into religion, whose hearts are 
unsubmissive to God, these men major on the minors, neglecting the crucial matters. As 
Jesus put it on another occasion, they strain at gnats but swallow camels (Matt. 23:24). 

  

3. How we respond to Jesus makes all the difference. We find two very different 
responses to Jesus in this account. 
  a. Some respond in faith and trust Jesus. Put yourself in this man’s place. If you 
have any sort of physical handicap, the last thing you want is for someone to call 
attention to it in a public setting. If you have a blemish on your face, you try to 
camouflage it with make-up. Perhaps this man kept his hand pulled up under his robe 
so people wouldn’t notice it. Yet Jesus looks directly at the man and says, literally, “Rise 
and stand in the midst.” In other words, “Front and center where everyone can see your 
problem” and he does. Too often our pride makes us want to hide our embarrassing 
problems both from public view and from Jesus’ view. 
  The man with the withered hand pictures how we should respond when we trust Jesus 
in spite of the pressure. He could have refused to do what Jesus asked because of fear 
of the Pharisees. But he wanted to be healed even if it meant enduring the wrath of the 
Pharisees. 
  There were several elements in his obedient faith that we too must follow. First, he 
recognized and admitted his need and inability. If you want Jesus to heal your soul, you 
must admit, “I’m a hopeless, helpless sinner. My thoughts, attitudes, words and deeds 
have continually violated Your holy Word. I can’t save myself. Lord, I need Your 
powerful Word to save me.”   
  Second, he believed in Christ’s ability to heal him. This isn’t stated, but it’s implicitly 
behind his action. Probably he’d heard how Jesus had healed others. He had just heard 
Jesus teach. Now Jesus was looking directly at him. He knew and believed that Jesus 
had the power from God to heal him. 
  Third, he acted in obedience to Christ’s command. Jesus commanded him to do 
something impossible: “Stretch out your hand!” With the command, Jesus imparted the 
power and ability to obey it. The man obeyed and was instantly healed. 
  But Jesus didn’t heal him so he could wrap his healed hand in a bandage and protect 
it, He healed the man so that he could use it. By exercising and using it, he’d maintain 
the new strength. When Jesus delivered us from our sins, He expects us to use our 
healed lives to serve Him and others. 
  b. Some respond in anger and resist Jesus. This is amazing! Healing on the 
Sabbath is wrong but plotting to murder on the Sabbath is “right.” That’s the twisted 
mind of a legalist. When Jesus heals the man by a mere word, they go into a rage. The 
Greek word “refers to a blinding, irrational rage that is likened to insanity.” Instead of 
rejoicing the man was healed, they’re raging because Jesus violated their petty rules. 
  Legalism and the pride that accompanies it makes us irrational. It leads me to angrily 
assert that I’m right without even considering another option. At the root of all anger is a 
refusal to submit to the sovereignty of God who is not doing things as I want them done! 
The self-righteous mind isn’t interested in mercy or truth. It’s only interested in the 
“rules.” 

  



Conclusion: We deceive ourselves if we don’t believe that each of us has the capacity 
to become a legalist. Yes, we are to have and live with fences. But mercy doesn’t allow 
us to build kill zones. Let me share typical steps to becoming a legalist. By God’s grace, 
don’t do them or parent your children into becoming little legalists. 
  Number One: Make rules outside the Bible that are equal to the Bible. 
  Number Two: Push yourself to try and keep all your rules. “I’m gonna get up at 
this time, I’m gonna read this many verses. I’m gonna give this—” You make a punch 
list, and you work really hard, really devout, really serious to be a Varsity-committed 
believer. 
  Number Three: Castigate yourself when you don’t keep your rules. Beat yourself 
up, punish yourself, put yourself in the position of God. Make your own rules, be your 
own judge, and then atone for your own sin. 
  Number Four: Become proud when you do keep the rules. “I did it. I got up early, I 
served hard. I gave a lot. I was committed. I was devoted. I did it! I’m a good person, 
better than others.” 
  Number Five: Appoint yourself as the judge over others. “Oh, you didn’t do the 
thing that I do, you don’t do it as well as I do. You should do it like I do. I judge you, I 
follow you around. I criticize you.” 
    Number Six: Get angry with people who break your rules or have different 
rules. “How dare you break my rules?” If you’re a parent who parents like this, you’ll 
destroy a child. 
  Number Seven: Just beat up the losers. “You didn’t obey my rules. You didn’t listen 
to me. You do it the way I do it. You don’t do it as well as I do it. Yeah, I know it’s not in 
the Bible but through intimidation, coercion, force, threatening, me and my friends, we’ll 
swarm on you, criticize you, say things about you. We’ll pressure you, verbally, 
emotionally, spiritually, sometimes physically. We won’t draw you in with love. We’ll 
coerce you through fear, intimidation, and force because we don’t care about the heart.” 
  Mercy was at the heart of Jesus’ ministry. Hosea 6:6 says, “For I desire steadfast 
love and not sacrifice, the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings.” Hosea’s 
message was that obeying the rules, sacrifice and burnt offerings by themselves had no 
weight with God. What pleased God was a heart devoted to Him and a life 
characterized by mercy. 
  Mercy is inseparable from true faith. It’s a sure sign of knowing God and living a life 
that pleases Him. Such God-pleasing mercy is manifested in one’s social ethics and 
spiritual ethics. Socially authentic believers care about the welfare of others. As 1 John 
3:18 says, “Little children, let us not love in word or talk but in deed and in truth.” Some 
believers, uneasy with this test of spiritual reality, ignore it but in doing so, they imperil 
their soul’s health. 
  Then, spiritually true believers care intensely about the eternal destiny of others. True 
Christians long for God’s mercy to come to sinners. True Christians do evangelism! 
While mercy and compassion don’t make one a Christian, true faith produces a merciful 
heart. Dynamic mercy in all of its dimensions is nothing less than the life of Christ in us. 
  Such a life is costly and inconvenient. It raises tension and brings conflict. It’s humbling 
and countercultural. But it’s our calling. “For I desire steadfast love and not sacrifice, the 
knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings” (Hosea 6:6). 



  So which one are you? Are you a legalist? Someone who loves rules? Or, are you 
known for mercy? Jesus was known for mercy…I want to be like Jesus! Maybe today, 
you’re here and your like the man with the withered hand, you need Jesus to heal you 
soul? 
 


